
January 28, 2023 

Closed Schools and Empty Streets 
 

Schools were closed yesterday in Port-au-Prince. The streets were empty. Many businesses also 

did not open. Fear was in the air. No one knows what will happen next. Gabens sent me a photo 

of one the cops that was killed. I thought about putting in the Journal, but I decided not to as it 

was too gruesome. The officer was wearing a bullet proof vest. He was lying face down on the 

street. It was obvious he had been shot in the head. The showed the lower legs of people drawn 

to the scene. I have seen so many photos of people who were killed by gunfire the photo was not 

shocking. That is a difficult thing to say. 
 

Video circulating social media—likely recorded by gangs—shows the naked and bloodied bodies 

of six men stretched out on the dirt, their guns laying on their chests. Another video shows two 

masked men who are smoking cigarettes from the dismembered hands and feet of the dead men. 

It was clear they were the remains of the cops who were killed on Wednesday.  
 

The gang who killed them, known as Gan Grif, still have the bodies, police said. 
 

The wave of grisly killings of police is only the latest example of escalating violence in the city. 

The unelected successor to the slain President as head of the government, Prime Minister Ariel 

Henry, has asked the United Nations to lead a military intervention, but no country has been 

willing to put boots on the ground. 
 

Outraged rebel police officers paralyzed Port-au-Prince on Thursday, roaring through the streets 

on motorcycles and blocked the roads with burning tires or cars the moved into an intersection 

in protest of a slew of killings of police officers by Haitian gangs. The rioting officers blame the 

government for not taking action. More than 100 demonstrators broke security cameras and 

damaged vehicles. 
 

The Haitian National Police expressed condolences to the slain officers’ families and colleagues, 

and said it’s “calling for peace and invites police officers to come together to bring forward an 

institutional response to the different criminal organizations that terrorize the Haitian people.” 

The U.S. Embassy in Haiti also tweeted Thursday afternoon asking for calm. 
 

The United Nations estimates that 60% of Port-au-Prince is controlled by the gangs. On the streets 

of the capital, Haitians say it’s more like 100%. 
 

This week, the U.N. special envoy for Haiti urged the American and Canadian governments to 

lead an international armed force to help Haiti combat the gangs. Haitian police, meanwhile, are 

pleading for more resources. The police say they can defeat the gangs if they had ammunition. 
 

Gabens told me last night the “insecurity level” we all fear is now shared by the police. They too 

are scared. On two days in the last week, nine cops have been killed. The gangs are not targeting 

individual officers that are attacking police stations. The gangs want to control more of the city. 

The police are coming to the realization that it is the higher ups in the police and the government 

bare a large part of the responsibility of the degradation of life in Haiti. The gangs are even 

https://apnews.com/article/crime-caribbean-haiti-port-au-prince-e32e5a1ea6e7d07a56a51f41d63f53bc


attaching the homes of the police…forcing them to flee for their own safety and the well-being of 

their families. The police of become so frustrated it boiled over into angry protests. They attacked 

the airport because Ariel Henry’s plane landed at noon. (FYI: my flight from Haiti often leaves 

between 12:30pm and 4:00pm. I left at 10:15am on Wednesday. Had the flight not been that early, 

I would have been at the airport when the cops tried to block the Prime Minister from leaving the 

airport.) The cops wanted to arrest Ariel Henry. Gabens sent me a video of the protesting police 

arguing with the police who were protecting the Prime Minister. There was lots of shouting and 

pushing. As the terminal was under attack, a flight from Florida landed. Passengers were not 

permitted the get off the plane. The plane was refueled and return to Florida with all the 

passengers. I worry airlines will stop or dramatically reduce flights to Haiti. 
 

In the course of the numerous gun fights between the police and the gangs many innocent 

civilians are being killed in the crossfire. A few years ago there was a battle between the police 

and some gangster right outside Grace Hospital. I had to dive to the floor and hold the child I 

was with…people were running in every direction, as no one knew what was happening. It was 

loud and terrifying.  
 

Police moral is very low. No one knows how this will end. Even high schoolers protested the 

kidnappings and school closures yesterday. It is chaos on top of chaos. Cops were stopping cars 

and forcing people out of their vehicle and they moved the car into the intersection. People were 

afraid to use their cars. Gabens came to Santa Chiara yesterday, but he left the Subaru home and 

he took a motorcycle taxi.  
 

Even the Prime Minister has nowhere to go. Before he retuned to Haiti from Argentina, the police 

ransacked his home and destroyed the cars belonging to the government. Gabens said, “The 

problem with this country are the leaders, the head of the police, and the Prime Minister, who is 

the head of the government. There are no elected leaders in the country…no one to stop this mess. 

It is total anarchy.” The reality is that some leaders and some of the elite are sponsoring the gangs. 

I know that makes no sense. Nothing makes any sense in Haiti.  
 

Word is that the cops who were killed had repeatedly called for backup. The cop in charge of the 

nearest unit did not send any help because he is a good friend of the gang leader who killed the 

cops. This is the kind of crazy thing you hear all the time in Haiti.  
 

Everyone, including the police, know that the leadership of Haiti is corrupt from the top down. 

Our government won’t help Haiti because our government backed the guy who is now in charge. 

I don’t see how this will end in a good way with an international force coming and stopping the 

gangs. The international community must oversee a free and fair election. Those two things will 

not likely happen, and so the chaos will continue.  
 

I return to Haiti in eight days. 
 

Moïse was very cute on the video call today. He waved to me. Judeline and Clare Marie were 

happy to see me. I miss them. Last night, I could not reach Dr. Steph. She was in the clinic treated 

Johana, who had a severe stomach pain. Steph gave her medicine through an IV. During the days 

Michel drove Steph to get 25 jugs of drinking water. Gabens gave her 50,000 gourdes in case he 



can’t make it to work on Saturday. His family do not like that he is risking his life to go to Santa 

Chiara.  
 

 
 

 
 

 


